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Abstract Although people with autism spectrum disor-
ders (ASD) often have severe problems with pragmatic

aspects of language, little is known about their pragmatic

reasoning. We carried out a behavioral study on high-
functioning adults with autistic disorder (n = 11) and

Asperger syndrome (n = 17) and matched controls

(n = 28) to investigate whether they are capable of deriving
scalar implicatures, which are generally considered to be

pragmatic inferences. Participants were presented with

underinformative sentences like ‘‘Some sparrows are

birds’’. This sentence is logically true, but pragmatically
inappropriate if the scalar implicature ‘‘Not all sparrows are

birds’’ is derived. The present findings indicate that the

combined ASD group was just as likely as controls to derive
scalar implicatures, yet there was a difference between

participants with autistic disorder and Asperger syndrome,

suggesting a potential differentiation between these disor-
ders in pragmatic reasoning. Moreover, our results suggest

that verbal intelligence is a constraint for task performance

in autistic disorder but not in Asperger syndrome.
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Introduction

In everyday discourse, the meaning of an utterance usually

goes beyond its explicit linguistic meaning. For example,

consider the following dialogue:

(a) A: Would you like some chicken soup?

(b) B: I am a vegetarian.

B’s answer seems irrelevant, unless a pragmatic inference

is made. In order to understand her reply, one must infer

that vegetarians do not eat chicken, and therefore she does
not want to have chicken soup. This inference is a

pragmatic one, because it is not entailed by the literal

content of B’s utterance.
Over the past decades, research on autism spectrum

disorders (ASD) has shown that pragmatic impairments are

widespread in ASD. Pragmatic impairments are found in
both children and adults with autistic disorder and Asperger

syndrome, whereas formal language deficits (i.e. deficits in
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syntax, semantics, phonology) are not defining features of

ASD (DSM-IV 1994) and show a wide variability among
persons with ASD (Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg 2001;

Tager-Flusberg 2006). In this paper, we focus on high-

functioning ASD, that is, ASD without intellectual dis-
ability, usually defined as having an intelligence of 85 or

above. Research indicates that high-functioning people with

ASD usually have relatively intact core language features
(Minshew et al. 1995), although others suggest mild to

moderate impairments (see also overviews by Boucher
2003; Walenski et al. 2006). What is universal in ASD are

severe problems with pragmatic aspects of language

(Baron-Cohen 1988; Boucher 2003; Eales 1993; Martin and
McDonald 2003; Ozonoff and Miller 1996; Tager-Flusberg

1981, 1996) as is shown, for example, by inappropriate

turn-taking in conversations, abnormal prosody, inability to
adjust to the communicative setting (e.g., impoliteness,

embarrassing questions, pedantic speech), and difficulties in

differentiating between old and new information. Further-
more, difficulties in understanding non-literal language

have been observed. People with ASD tend to interpret

irony and metaphors literally and have difficulty under-
standing humor (Dennis et al. 2001; Emerich et al. 2003;

Happé 1993, 1995; Martin and McDonald 2004).

Despite the considerable amount of literature on prag-
matics in ASD, there is a paucity of research on pragmatic

reasoning, that is, the ability to make inferences that go

beyond the linguistic meaning of utterances. Studies that
have examined pragmatic inferences in ASD have focused

on bridging inferences and global inferences required for

text interpretation (Dennis et al. 2001; Jolliffe and Baron-
Cohen 1999, 2000). People with ASD were found to be less

able to use contextual information to make a global

inference in a sentence arrangement task (Jolliffe and
Baron-Cohen 2000), and were less likely to choose a

bridging inference to make a scenario coherent if they had

to select from a list of alternatives (Jolliffe and Baron-
Cohen 1999). These findings indicate that people with

autism have difficulty understanding language in context,

and it has been argued that these findings support the weak
central coherence account of ASD. The weak central

coherence account claims that people with ASD have a

processing bias for details at the expense of the global
picture (Frith 2003; Happé 1999; Happé and Frith 2006).

Evidence for this pattern has been found in various visual

tasks (Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen 2001), as well as in lin-
guistic tasks (Happé 1997; Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen 2000).

For example, in a homograph task, in which the correct

pronunciation of a word was determined by the preceding
sentence, participants with ASD failed to use the correct

pronunciation and thus presumably did not fully integrate

linguistic information in context (Frith and Snowling 1983;
Happé 1997). For instance, they failed to use the sentence

context when pronouncing tear in a sentence like ‘‘In her

dress/eye there was a big tear’’ (correctly pronounced as
teEr in the first case and as tiEr in the second case).

However, pragmatic impairments in ASD are usually

explained by an impaired theory of mind (Baron-Cohen
1988; Tager-Flusberg 1999a, b). Theory of mind refers to

the ability to attribute mental states like intentions, beliefs,

and desires to oneself and other people as a means to
predict and understand behavior (Baron-Cohen 1995,

2001). Happé (1993) found that there is a close link
between pragmatic skills and theory of mind abilities. She

found that performance on theory of mind tasks was a good

predictor of understanding of non-literal uses of language
like metaphors and irony.

In this paper we report on a behavioral experiment that

examined a class of pragmatic inferences in high-func-
tioning adults with autistic disorder (HFA) and Asperger

syndrome. The focus of this study was on scalar impli-

catures, which are generally considered to be pragmatic
inferences. Central to scalar implicatures is how people

interpret terms such as some and or, which are very com-

mon in everyday language. Before we discuss the
experiment, we will provide an overview of recent exper-

imental and developmental research on implicatures and

some theoretical background.

Scalar Implicatures

As illustrated above in (a), in everyday conversation, the

meaning of an utterance is determined not only by its literal
content, but also by pragmatic factors. These pragmatic

factors are responsible for certain inferences. One type of

inference in which pragmatic factors play a role are scalar
inferences. Consider the following dialogs:

(c) A: Did all students pass the exam?
(d) B: Some of them did.

(e) A: Does John own any pets?

(f) B: He owns a cat or a dog.

Although speaker B did not explicitly say so, most people
will understand his utterances as:

(g) Some but not all students passed the exam.
(h) John owns a cat or a dog but not both.

(g) and (h) are inferences that are known as scalar
implicatures. The added components but not all and but
not both are not part of the literal content of (d) and (f), but

are inferences that arise from certain conversational
principles. Following Grice (1975), conversation is driven

by a cooperative principle, stating that speakers expect

each other to make a ‘‘conversational contribution such as
is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted
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purpose or direction of the talk exchange’’ (Grice 1975, p.

45). This cooperative principle is further elaborated as a set

of maxims. Implicatures like (g) and (h) are usually
explained by reference to the maxim of quantity. This

maxim enjoins the speaker to make his contribution as

informative as is required for the purpose of conversation.
People interpret (d) as (g) and (f) as (h), because lin-

guistic expressions like some and or are ordered in scales

of informativeness (Horn 1972). For instance, the expres-
sions some and or are associated with the following scales:

(i) \some, many, all[
(j) \or, and[

Other scales are for instance \may, should, must[,

\sometimes, often, always[, and\possibly, necessary[.

Typically, the elements of the scale are ordered by
entailment relations. Elements on the right side of the

scale are informationally stronger, and therefore logically

entail the weaker ones. Thus the expression some is weaker
than all, because all logically entails some but not vice

versa. Assuming that the speaker is obeying the maxim of

quantity, the use of a weaker term like some implies that
the stronger forms of the scale (i.e. many, all) do not apply;

otherwise the speaker would have used one of these

stronger forms instead. Hence, if the speaker had known
that all students passed the exams, he would have said so,

assuming that he speaker is well informed and being

cooperative. This type of reasoning requires one to reason
about other people’s beliefs, because the listener has to

take into account what the speaker might have said but did

not. Thus the computation of scalar implicatures requires
some form of ‘mindreading’, i.e., the attribution of

intentions and beliefs to others. It is precisely reasoning

about other people’s minds that people with ASD often find
hard to do because of an impaired theory of mind (Baron-

Cohen 1995, 2001).

Though the prevailing view is that scalar implicatures are
pragmatic inferences, in which at least some form of rea-

soning about other people’s minds is involved, there are

competing approaches that do not postulate any form of
‘mindreading’ in the derivation of scalar implicatures.

Levinson (2000), for example, advocates a default approach.

He argues that scalar implicatures are default inferences that
are prompted automatically by scalar expressions. Only at a

later stage, when the context is taken into consideration, are

the default inferences possibly canceled. Likewise, Chier-
chia (2004) proposes that scalar inferences are always

triggered unless they are inhibited by certain syntactic

constraints. However, there are good reasons for doubting
that these views are on the right track (Geurts 2008).

Despite a considerable amount of theoretical literature

on scalar implicatures, it is less clear as to how they are
processed. In the following discussion, we review some

experimental studies on scalar implicatures. Recent

experimental work on children’s interpretation of scalar
expressions has shown that young children are more logical

(i.e., non-pragmatic or literal) than adults, which is to say,

children derive fewer implicatures than adults do (Noveck
2001). When presented with underinformative sentences

like ‘‘Some giraffes have long necks’’, 89% of the children

in Noveck’s study answered that this statement is true
(logical/literal interpretation), while only 41% of the adults

responded true. Other developmental studies have con-
firmed the finding that children do not derive scalar

implicatures to the same extent as adults do, even when

given more explicit instructions, a training session or act-
ing out tasks that do not require real world knowledge

and which are easier for children (Guasti et al. 2005;

Papafragou and Musolino 2003; Pouscoulous et al. 2007).
The finding that children’s performance improved when

manipulating experimental conditions, suggests that it is

not merely pragmatic competence as such that is lacking in
children, and that limited cognitive resources may be part

of the explanation.

That the computation of implicatures requires effortful
processing has been shown by studies using reaction times.

Bott and Noveck (2004), for example, found that partici-

pants needed significantly more time to give pragmatic
responses (‘false’), as compared to logical responses

(‘true’), when presented with underinformative statements

like ‘‘Some elephants are mammals’’. In another experi-
ment, they found that the number of logical responses

increased when participants had less time to respond. These

findings indicate that the computation of implicatures is
effortful. Also, Breheny et al. (2006) found in reading time

experiments that processing an implicature took more time

than processing the logical meaning of a scalar expression.
All of these results point to an effortful process to arrive at

the pragmatic interpretation of a scalar term and suggest

that scalar inferences are not derived by default, as pro-
posed by Levinson (2000) and Chierchia (2004).

The main purpose of this article is to investigate whether

high-functioning adults with ASD are capable of deriving
scalar implicatures. From the perspective of autism

research, implicatures are interesting in more than one way.

First, it is well known that people with ASD often have
problems with pragmatic aspects of language. Most

importantly, pragmatic interpretation involves the attribu-

tion of intentions and beliefs to other people. As described
above, deriving an implicature presumably requires one to

reason about what a speaker knows and what he might have

said but did not. In other words, it requires reasoning about
other people’s beliefs, and it is precisely this ‘mindreading’

that has been shown to be difficult for people with ASD

(Baron-Cohen 1995, 2001). Second, people with ASD tend
to interpret non-literal language like metaphors, idioms,
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and irony literally (Dennis et al. 2001; Happé 1993, 1995).

For these reasons we expect adults with ASD to interpret
underinformative sentences more often logically (i.e., lit-

erally) than matched controls. A second aim of this paper is

to explore how people with ASD process implicatures by
assessing reading times and linguistic abilities. Finally, we

will take into account the distinction between Asperger

syndrome and high-functioning autism (HFA). Although
people with Asperger syndrome and high-functioning

autistic disorder are characterized by similar features and
both are likely to be of average or above average intelli-

gence, Asperger syndrome is differentiated from autistic

disorder by an absence of clinically significant delays in
early cognitive functioning and early language develop-

ment, in particular the production of first words by the age

of two and of phrases by the age of three (DSM-IV 1994).
It is still an issue of debate whether Asperger syndrome is a

variant of high-functioning autism or is a distinct and

separate disorder (Frith 2004; Macintosh and Dissanayake
2004). Because Asperger syndrome and autistic disorder

differ in language development profile, we will consider

these conditions separately. Moreover, this study offers an
opportunity to look at these conditions using measures

independent of diagnostic criteria.

Methods

Participants

Participants in this study included 28 high-functioning
adults with ASD (autistic disorder (HFA), n = 11 and

Asperger syndrome, n = 17) and 28 matched controls,

aged 18–40 years. Both groups consisted of 20 male and 8
female subjects. The groups were matched for handedness,

with 24 right-handed and 4 left-handed participants in each

group. Clinical and control group were matched on sex,
age, and verbal IQ as closely as possible (Table 1).

There were neither significant differences between the

ASD group and control group with respect to age, verbal
intelligence, performance intelligence, and full scale

intelligence (p[ 0.1 for all variables), nor between the

ASD subgroups and the control group (p[ 0.1). Within the

ASD group, HFA and Asperger syndrome did not differ
from each other on these variables either except for verbal

intelligence, with HFA participants showing a significantly

lower verbal intelligence than those with Asperger syn-
drome (p = 0.013). Still, the verbal intelligence of HFA

participants was well above average. IQ was assessed with

one of the various Wechsler Intelligence scales (WAIS-R,
WAIS-III, WISC-R) in participants with ASD, and with a

short form of the WAIS consisting of four subtests
(Comprehension, Similarities, Block Design, and Picture

Completion) in controls.

The diagnoses of autistic disorder and Asperger syn-
drome were established through expert clinical evaluation

based on the DSM-IV criteria for these disorders (DSM-IV

1994). The clinical diagnosis was confirmed by the autism
diagnostic interview-revised (ADI-R), which is a semi-

structured developmental diagnostic interview with parents

or caregivers (Lord et al. 1994) and is based on behavior of
the participant at the age of 4–5 years old. Seven included

participants did not meet one of the four specified cutoffs

of the ADI-R. This was mainly due to the fact that most of
our participants received a diagnosis of ASD in adulthood

and their parents did not recall the relevant data. In the case

of two participants it was not possible to do an ADI-R
because their parents had passed away. In all these cases,

the clinical diagnosis of ASD was beyond doubt, meaning

that they satisfied the full DSM-IV criteria for autistic
disorder or Asperger syndrome, established by thorough

clinical assessment, and presented with the typical clinical

presentation of autistic disorder or Asperger syndrome.
People with a PDD-NOS diagnosis were excluded as well

as those with severe comorbid axis-I conditions like major

depressive disorder, anxiety disorders, or ADHD.
The clinical group was recruited from the referrals to the

psychiatric outpatient department of the Radboud Univer-

sity Nijmegen Medical Centre, specialized institutes for
diagnosis and treatment of autism spectrum disorders, and

via the website of the Dutch Autism Association. Data

obtained from the clinical group were compared to a con-
trol group of 28 typically developing, healthy people. The

control group was screened for any history of psychiatric

Table 1 Description of the matching variables age, verbal intelligence (VIQ), performance intelligence (PIQ) and full scale intelligence (FIQ)
for the ASD group and control group, and for the subgroups within ASD (HFA and Asperger syndrome)

ASD (n = 28) Control (n = 28) Autistic disorder (HFA) (n = 11) Asperger syndrome (n = 17)

Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range

Age 26.8 (5.2) 19–40 26.3 (5.2) 19–39 25.6 (3.8) 20–32 27.6 (5.9) 19–40

VIQ 117.5 (13.6) 93–144 116.3 (12.9) 94–135 109.8 (11.3) 93–128 122.4 (12.8) 100–144

PIQ 115.1 (14.5) 84–144 121.4 (14.1) 94–144 113.7 (15.3) 91–144 116.0 (14.4) 84–144

FIQ 117.9 (13.7) 91–140 120.0 (12.2) 96–139 112.5 (13.0) 91–134 121.5 (13.3) 91–140
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disorders (Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview

plus) (Sheehan et al. 1998) and was assessed particularly
on features of autism, ADHD and depression by means of

three self-report questionnaires: (i) Autism Quotient

(Baron-Cohen et al. 2001), (ii) Inventory of Depressive
Symptomatology Self-report (Rush et al. 1996) and (iii)

ADHD rating scale (Kooij et al. 2005). To ensure that no

controls with autistic traits were included, a cutoff score on
the Autism Quotient was set at 26 (which is 1.5 SD above

the mean of a non-ASD control group, see Baron-Cohen
et al. 2001). The mean score of the control group on the

Autism Quotient was 12 (SD = 4, range 3–18), whereas

the mean score of the ASD group was 34 (SD = 9, range
19–47). The mean score on the Inventory of Depressive

Symptomatology Self-report indicated that the ASD group

was somewhat more depressed than the control group, but
within the ASD group there were no significant differences.

None of the participants with ASD had clinically signifi-

cant depressive symptoms. The mean scores of the ADHD
rating scale indicated no ADHD features in either group.

All participants were native speakers of Dutch and had no

known history of neurological disorder, head injury or
reading problems. All participants had normal or corrected-

to-normal vision.

All participants gave informed consent to participate in
the study and were reimbursed for travel expenses and

participation. The study was formally approved by the local

medical ethics committee. This experiment was part of a
larger study, which also examined conditional reasoning in

autism.

Materials

The Dutch materials for the implicature task comprised two

kinds of scalar terms: some (‘‘sommige’’) and or (‘‘of’’).

We deliberately chose to include two types of scalar terms,
because previous studies suggest that there are differences

in number of logical responses obtained, depending on

what kind of scalar term is used.
There were four conditions for the scalar term some: true

universals, underinformatives, false universals and true

existentials (Table 2). Statements were constructed using
the following ten categories: animals, flowers, trees, tools,

insects, birds, musical instruments, fruits, garments, and

vehicles. Each category contained eight exemplars of that

category, and hence there were 80 exemplars in total. The
choice of exemplars was based on a study by Vonk (1978),

who investigated prototypical examples of several catego-

ries. The most frequent exemplars were chosen for the
current study.

Each condition consisted of 20 statements. The state-

ments were presented in two versions to ensure that no
participant saw the same exemplar more than once. Half of

the participants saw exemplars 1–40 with the quantifier
some (20 underinformatives, 20 true existentials) and

exemplars 41–80 with the quantifier all (20 true universals,

20 false universals). The other half of the participants saw
the exemplars in the reverse order, i.e., exemplars 1–40

with the quantifier all and exemplars 41–80 with the

quantifier some. The two versions were counterbalanced
across groups. Furthermore, 40 false fillers like ‘‘Some

fishes are buildings’’ (20 fillers with some and 20 with all)
were included. Fillers were not included in the data anal-
ysis. The exemplars were matched on lemma frequency

and word length. There were no significant differences in

frequency and word length between the conditions (F(3,
76)\ 1, p = 0.78; F(3,76) = 1.99, p = 0.12).

The some/all sentences were interspersed with sentences

with the scalar term or. There were three conditions for this
scalar expression: underinformatives, true disjunctions, and

false disjunctions (Table 3). Each condition consisted of 20

statements. The materials were matched on sentence length
and mean word length (F(2,57)\ 1, p = 0.89; F(2,57)\ 1,

p = 0.75).

In total, each participant saw 180 statements: 80 state-
ments for the some/all task, 60 statements for the

disjunction task, and 40 fillers. Within the entire set,

statements were varied pseudo-randomly in five different
orders, so that the same condition never occurred twice in a

row. Finally, the experimental statements were preceded by

eight practice statements to familiarize the participants
with the experimental setup.

Procedures

The experiment was run on a laptop using the Presentation
software package. Participants were instructed to judge

whether the statements were true or false. They were

Table 2 Conditions for the
scalar term some

Condition Example Truth condition

True universals All sparrows are birds TRUE

Underinformative some Some sparrows are birds TRUE = logical; FALSE = pragmatic

False universals All birds are sparrows FALSE

True existentials Some birds are sparrows TRUE
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instructed to be accurate, but not to think too long about the

correct response. Moreover, they were told that the com-

puter recorded their responses and the time they had taken
to respond. Each trial consisted of the presentation of a 1-s

fixation cross followed by the presentation of the statement.

Sentences were presented in the centre of the screen in a
white font against a black background. To give their

response participants had to press the left or right shift

button, which were marked with overlays. To avoid a
reaction time bias due to hand preference, the assignment

of the right and left button for ‘true’ responses was coun-

terbalanced across participants. There was an optional rest
break half way through the task.

Measurements

For each participant, response type and reading times were

recorded. Reading times were recorded from the time when

the statement appeared until the participant made a
response. Furthermore, all participants underwent an

assessment of their language abilities (semantics, syntax,

and phonology) using the subtest Comprehension of the
Aachen Aphasia Test (Graetz et al. 1992), the Offline

Observation Instrument for Grammatical Comprehension

(M.E.D. Wassenaar, P. Hagoort, unpublished manuscript,
1994) and the Auditory Discrimination Task—subtest C

(Crul and Peters 1976).

Data Analyses

We analyzed both the pattern of responses and reading

times. Since each condition consisted of twenty items,

percentages of correct responses were calculated per con-
dition for each participant. As the distribution of these

percentages of responses strongly deviated from a normal

distribution, nonparametric Mann–Whitney tests (exact)
were carried out to investigate response patterns. In addi-

tion, relevant correlations between response outcomes and

linguistic abilities were calculated
For the reading time data, individual cutoff values were

calculated for each participant as the mean ± 2 standard

deviations over all items. Any value exceeding the cutoff

was removed from the data set as were all error trials.1 Over

all, 8% of the data were removed (disjunction task: ASD

group 8.5%, control group 7.7%; some/all task: ASD group
7.4%, control group 8.7%). Because the distribution of

reading times for the some/all task was skewed to the right in
both groups, and thus deviated from a normal distribution, a
log transformation was carried out to reduce the skew.

Based on previous findings that pragmatic responders

are slower than logical responders (Bott and Noveck 2004;
Noveck and Posada 2003) participants were divided into

pragmatic responders and logical responders, depending on

their response patterns: participants who gave more than
50% ‘false’ responses to the underinformative statements

belong to the category of Pragmatic Responders, whereas
the others belong to the category of Logical Responders.

Responder Type was entered as a between-subject factor.

Results

Analysis of Response Proportions

The ASD group and control group showed equal rates of
logical interpretations for the underinformative conditions

‘‘Some sparrows are birds’’ and ‘‘Zebras have black or

white stripes’’ (U = 317, p = 0.22; U = 391, p = 0.99).
For the some underinformatives, 24% of the responses

were logical in the ASD group, whereas in the control

group 29% of the responses were logical (Table 4). Thus
all participants derived the scalar implicature (i.e., prag-

matic interpretation) quite often. Underinformative

disjunctions elicited more logical interpretations than
some: 47% of the responses were logical in the ASD group,

whereas in the control group 46% of the responses were

(Table 4). The groups did not differ significantly on the
percentages of correct and error responses across the con-

trol conditions (all p’s C 0.1).

Since Asperger syndrome and HFA differ in language
development profile, we performed a separate analysis with

percentages of logical responses serving as dependent

measure and diagnosis as a grouping variable. This analysis

Table 3 Conditions for the scalar term or

Condition Example Truth condition

Underinformative disjunctions Zebras have black or white stripes TRUE = logical; FALSE = pragmatic

True disjunctions T-shirts have short or long sleeves TRUE

False disjunctions Snakes have paws or wings FALSE

1 Errors are those responses that deviate from the truth conditions as
given in Tables 2 and 3.
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revealed that participants with HFA gave more logical

responses to underinformative some than those with a
diagnosis of Asperger syndrome (U = 45.5, p = 0.022)

(Fig. 1).

This pattern was also present in underinformative dis-
junctions, though only at a marginally significant level

(U = 52.5, p = 0.052). However, there were no significant

differences between HFA participants and controls on the
number of logical interpretations (p[ 0.1). A direct com-

parison between Asperger’s participants and controls

revealed that the Asperger’s participants drew significantly
more scalar implicatures in the some/all-task than controls

(U = 140, p = 0.020), but not in the disjunction task

(p[ 0.1).

Linguistic Abilities

To assess whether verbal intelligence plays a role in

deriving implicatures, we employed a Pearson’s correla-

tion. We found a significant negative correlation between
verbal intelligence and number of logical interpretations in

the HFA group for the some/all task (r = -0.74,

p = 0.009) and a weak trend for the disjunction task
(r = -0.54, p = 0.086), indicating that lower verbal IQ

scores correlate with a higher number of logical interpre-

tations. In the Asperger group as well as the control group
no significant correlations were found between verbal IQ

scores and number of logical interpretations (all p’s[ 0.1).

To examine language comprehension we used the sub-
test Comprehension of the Aachen Aphasia Test (Graetz

et al. 1992). The maximum score on this subtest is 120. A

score in the range 90–106 indicates mild language com-
prehension problems. We found that the HFA group scored

significantly lower than the Asperger group and control

group on this subtest of the Aachen Aphasia Test
(U = 35.0, p = 0.005; U = 56.0, p = 0.001, Table 5),

however, their mean score was still above the cutoff for

mild impairments. The Asperger group and control group
did not differ significantly on this subtest (p[ 0.5).

The Offline Observation Instrument for Grammatical

Comprehension was used to assess grammatical skills. The
maximum score on this test is 144. The HFA group scored

significantly lower on this test than the Asperger group and

the control group (U = 46.5, p = 0.022; U = 70.0,
p = 0.005, Table 5). It turned out that the HFA group only

had difficulties with understanding complex sentences

containing a relative clause (e.g., ‘‘The woman who pushes

Table 4 Proportion of responses (%) for the scalar terms some and or

Task Condition Examples ASD Controls

True False True False

SOME True universals All sparrows are birds 95 5 93 7

Underinformatives Some sparrows are birds 24 76 29 71

False universals All birds are sparrows 2 98 3 97

True existentials Some birds are sparrows 96 4 95 5

OR Underinformatives Zebras have black or white stripes 47 53 46 54

True disjunctions T-shirts have short or long sleeves 92 8 94 6

False disjunctions Snakes have paws or wings 2 98 3 97

Fig. 1 Mean percentage of logical interpretations for underinforma-
tive conditions. Error bars represent 1 SE

Table 5 Mean, standard deviation and range of scores on the
language tests

Diagnosis AATa Offline gram.b ADIT-Cc

HFA Mean (SD) 108.2 (7.1) 139.4 (4.1) 46.9 (2.8)

Range 95–116 131–143 42–50

Asperger Mean (SD) 114.7 (3.6) 141.8 (3.1) 45.9 (4.2)

Range 107–120 136–144 32–49

Control Mean (SD) 115.0 (4.5) 141.8 (3.2) 46.7 (3.7)

Range 100–120 134–144 30–50

a Aachen Aphasia Test—subtest Comprehension, b offline Observa-
tion Instrument for Grammatical Comprehension and c auditory
Discrimination Task—subtest C
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the man holds an umbrella’’), but not with understanding

simple sentences or passives. The groups did not differ
significantly on the Auditory Discrimination Task—subtest

C, which has a maximum score of 50.

Although in the HFA group the number of logical
responses correlated with verbal intelligence, there were no

correlations between number of logical responses and

scores on abovementioned language tests (p’s[ 0.1).

Analysis of Reading Times

As mentioned before, participants were divided into two

groups, depending on their response patterns, because
previous findings demonstrated that pragmatic responders

are slower than logical responders (Bott and Noveck 2004;

Noveck and Posada 2003). In the some/all task, 64% of the
HFA participants, all of the Asperger participants, and 82%

of the control participants were classified as pragmatic

responders. In the disjunction task, 27% of the HFA par-
ticipants, 76% of the Asperger participants and 64% of the

control participants were classified as pragmatic respond-

ers. Mean reading times for each condition per participant
were entered into repeated-measures ANOVAs with Con-

dition as a within-subject factor and Diagnosis and

Responder type as between-subject factors.
This analysis showed a main effect of Condition

(F(3,49) = 6.64, p = 0.001) and of Diagnosis (F(2,51) =
4.95, p = 0.011) for the some/all task (Fig. 2).

Post hoc tests showed that the HFA group was signifi-

cantly slower than the Asperger group (p = 0.006) and

control group (p = 0.010). There were no significant

differences in reading times between the Asperger group

and controls (p = 0.623). The disjunction task also showed

a main effect of Condition (F(2, 100) = 26.16, p\ 0.001)
and of Diagnosis (F(2,50) = 4.01, p = 0.024) with slower

responses for the HFA group than the control group

(p = 0.022) (Fig. 3).
Moreover, there was an effect of Responder type

(F(1,50) = 10.3, p = 0.002) with slower responses for

pragmatic responders than logical responders, and a Con-
dition 9 Responder type interaction (F(2,100) = 6.31,

p = 0.003) indicating that pragmatic responders needed
more time for underinformative disjunctions and true dis-

junctions but not for false disjunctions, when compared to

logical responders (Fig. 4).
Planned paired t-tests between underinformative condi-

tions and control conditions revealed that the under-

informative conditions tookmore time to process than control
conditions (p\ 0.001 for all comparisons). However, within

the groups, underinformative some and true existentials did

not differ significantly in the control group (p = 0.091), and
underinformative disjunctions and true disjunctions did not

differ in the Asperger group (p = 0.096).

Discussion

Contrary to our expectations, our results demonstrate that

on the whole, high-functioning adults with ASD are ratherFig. 2 Mean reading times for the some/all task (in seconds)

Fig. 3 Mean reading times for the disjunction task (in seconds)
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good at deriving implicatures. In particular, the perfor-

mance of the Asperger syndrome group was better than

expected: they were as fast as the control group and they
were even better at deriving implicatures in the case of the

scalar term some. Strikingly, the HFA group derived fewer

implicatures than the Asperger group. Participants with
HFA more often gave a logical interpretation to underin-

formative sentences like ‘‘Some sparrows are birds’’ than

did participants with Asperger syndrome. Moreover, the
HFA participants were slower in responding, which sug-

gests that the task was more difficult for them.

Furthermore, in the HFA group the rate of logical inter-
pretations was associated with verbal intelligence: lower

verbal intelligence correlated with fewer scalar implicat-

ures. In contrast, we did not find such a correlation either in
the control group or in the Asperger group.

A potential but almost inevitable limitation of the
present study concerns the significant difference in verbal

intelligence between the HFA group and Asperger group.

This raises the possibility that the findings are primarily
due to a difference in language ability. Indeed, the findings

suggest that language ability may be relevant for comput-

ing scalar implicatures in HFA. The fact that the rate of
scalar implicatures was linked with level of verbal intelli-

gence in the HFA group indicates that verbal intelligence is

a constraint on task performance in HFA, and that people

with HFA may employ verbal intelligence to compensate
for pragmatic deficits. It should be stressed, however, that it

is far from clear how exactly verbal intelligence might

contribute to the interpretation of scalar expressions. Since
verbal intelligence is a general measure with several

components (e.g., verbal working memory, concept for-

mation, and factual knowledge), it is hard to tell at this
point which of these could be involved in the derivation of

implicatures, and what kind of role they might play.
Moreover, it is unclear what role formal language abil-

ities play in deriving implicatures. Assessment of these

abilities revealed that the HFA group scored lower on a
language comprehension test and a grammaticality test

compared to the Asperger group and controls. However,

performance of the HFA group on language comprehension
was well above the threshold for mild language compre-

hension problems, and hence the finding that HFA

participants derived fewer implicatures cannot be attributed
to any particular language comprehension deficiencies.

Furthermore, though the HFA group scored lower on the

grammaticality test, performance was still close to the
maximum level. Errors in grammatical comprehension

were restricted to complex sentences containing relative

clauses (e.g., ‘‘The woman who pushes the man holds an
umbrella’’), and did not affect simple sentences as used in

the current experiment. Finally, the HFA group only

showed a correlation between the number of scalar impli-
catures and level of verbal intelligence, but no such

correlations were found for formal language abilities.

Perhaps using more sophisticated linguistic measures could
reveal what role language abilities play in understanding

scalar expressions.

An important issue is how scalar implicatures can be
related to two dominant cognitive theories on autism. In the

light of the weak central coherence account, it could be

argued that a logical interpretation of a scalar expression is
due to a processing bias for the local meaning (i.e., the

literal or logical meaning) and a disregard of the global

meaning (i.e., the pragmatic meaning). However, as men-
tioned in the introduction, to arrive at the global meaning,

some form of theory of mind reasoning is involved. For

example, to derive that ‘‘Not all students passed their exam’’
from ‘‘Some students passed their exam’’, the listener must

assume that the speaker does not have the belief that all

students passed their exam, for otherwise he would have
said so. With regard to the dominant cognitive theories on

autism, we therefore think that it is more plausible to assume

that deriving scalar implicatures is related to the theory of
mind account. Moreover, as discussed above, language

abilities presumably play a role in scalar implicature, too.

The finding that participants with ASD were as likely
as controls to derive scalar implicatures calls for an

Fig. 4 Mean reading times for logical and pragmatic responders in
the disjunction task (in seconds)
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explanation. First, it should be noted that our participants

were of average or above average intelligence and it might
be that they employed their cognitive capacities for solving

the task. Second, and more importantly, we should look at

what kind of theory of mind reasoning is involved in scalar
implicatures, because the attribution of first-order mental

states (e.g., Peter does not know that …) must be distin-

guished from the attribution of second-order or higher
order mental states (e.g., Peter does not know that John

knows that …). According to Happé (1993), first-order
representations involve recognizing a speaker’s informa-

tive intention, whereas second-order representations

involve recognizing communicative intentions. In this
perspective, scalar implicatures concern the attribution of

first-order mental states, as they involve recognizing the

speaker’s informative intention. This may explain why
participants with ASD did so well on the scalar implicature

tasks, since several studies investigating theory of mind

task in persons with ASD of average or above average
intelligence have shown that a considerable number of such

individuals—and those with Asperger syndrome in partic-

ular—can pass first-order and even second-order theory of
mind tasks (Bauminger and Kasari 1999; Bowler 1992;

Buitelaar et al. 1999; Dahlgren and Trillingsgaard 1996;

Happé 1994; Ozonoff et al. 1991; Tager-Flusberg and
Sullivan 1994). Finally, it is possible that the experimental

setting may have facilitated task performance, since com-

municative demands are reduced in a computerized task
(Ozonoff 1995). Future research should focus on the role of

theory of mind abilities as well as language abilities in

interpreting scalar expressions.
The last point we would like to mention concerns the

controversy whether Asperger syndrome is a variant of

(high-functioning) autism or a distinct disorder (Frith 2004;
Macintosh and Dissanayake 2004). Although a consider-

able amount of literature has addressed this issue, recent

studies are still contradictory. According to Ritvo et al.
(2008) Asperger syndrome is a mild form of autism with

fewer but similar symptoms. Against this position, Matson

and Wilkins (2007) argue that Asperger syndrome can be
differentiated from high-functioning autism on a range of

symptoms. Although the present findings cannot offer any

decisive evidence in favor of one position or the other,
they suggest that a differentiation can be made between

Asperger syndrome and high-functioning autism in terms

of deriving scalar implicatures and of pragmatic reasoning.
It appears that the very early distinction between Asperger

syndrome and autistic disorder—based on the onset of first

words and phrases—continues to exist in adulthood, at
least at the level of more subtle and complex linguistic

functioning. Therefore, it may be useful for clinical as well

as research purposes to distinguish subgroups based on the
early language profile within the autism spectrum, and to

study the link between these language profiles and prag-

matic reasoning over development. We further plan to
investigate the neural correlates of pragmatic reasoning in

ASD using event-related brain potentials. This would allow

us to investigate the processes involved in pragmatic tasks
with high temporal resolution.
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